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Madame Bonnell’s Au Revoir
By: Julia Drake
From French grammar to geography to culture, and, most importantly, French songs, our French teacher Madame Bonnell,
is retiring. Madame has been a French teacher at HVCHS for
18 years after she decided to leave her previous career as an
ultrasound technician to follow her passion for the French
language. Not only has she been an extraordinary mentor and
educator to students at HoVal, but she has also made many
important contributions to help develop the French program
into the system it is today.
During her career as an ultrasound tech, Madame Bonnell
would keep her French alive when she would get lunch with
her friends from French speaking countries who were living in
the US at the time. They would tell her she would be a great
French teacher, and this was the catalyst that inspired her to
switch careers and spread her expertise of French to students.
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Your Right to Vote
By: Ethan Block
The right to vote is the most important right you will ever
have. It’s as simple as that. Voting allows everyday citizens to
determine who represents them at every level of government,
whether it be on the local school board or in the Oval Office.
The United States was one of the first countries to grant this
right on such a large scale, and we have set an example for the
rest of the world for what a truly democratic republic looks
like.
However, voter turnout has declined over the past few decades, and the youth are taking less and less interest in exercising their right to vote. Despite this loss of interest, primaries
still come and go and most young people are completely unaware of who their local representatives are, let alone what
their stance is on key issues that could affect their lives. The
upcoming 2018 midterms are the perfect opportunity to get
involved in the voting process.
This year is such an important year for our country at the
ballot box. Republicans will be seeking to hold onto a slim

Shakesperience Celebrates Shakespeare
with Hamlette
By: Paul Frank
On May 22nd, students in the Shakesperience club went to
the Shakesperience Festival at Rider University in order to
perform their gender swapped version of Hamlet: Hamlette.
The Shakesperience Festival is a statewide event for high
school students and teachers who have an interest in areas
such as acting, theater, and Shakespeare.

majority in the House and Senate while Democrats hope to
turn the tides in Congress and upset the current majority.
Whether you’ve been following politics all your life and can’t
wait to get out and vote or you know next to nothing about
the political process or which party you identify with, now is
the time to get involved.
Politics may be feel like boring subject, and sometimes it is.
There are plenty of bills, laws, and rulings that will never affect any of us. Then there are bills that can affect our financial situations, can change our lives forever, or can determine
the future of Americans for generations to come. Voting is
the one thing that gives power to the people and allows us to
select the representatives that best represent our ideals.
As a new group of voters come into the political arena and
cast their first ballots, that same group gets the opportunity to
make their mark on our nation’s history. Personally, I don’t
care who you vote for. I don’t care if you vote Democrat or
Republican: just vote. We all have the incredible privilege of
having a say in our government, and without that voice from
the people, we are just like every other nation. America is
unique, and it’s our duty to keep America unique by exercising our right to vote.
“It was interesting being on stage but not directly a part of
the scene,” Annalise Wulf, who played the chimes during the
production, said. “I felt mostly like I was there to help the
actors and make the scenes run together ... The music really
brought the whole production together and introduced the
audience to the time period in which the characters were a
part of.
This year the Shakesperience club won the Novel Award for
writing a script that further developed an already existing
Shakespearean story while also changing its understanding
and meaning.

In Shakesperience, students create a script that celebrates
Shakespeare's writing in a nuanced way and take on the role
of various characters in the script. Then, students perform in “It was good this year despite some difficulties and last mifront of several other high schools and receive awards and
nute changes but everything went well,” Julia Immordino,
constructive criticism by a panel of judges.
one of the club organizers, said. “The dynamic of [t]he group
this year versus last year was completely different because of
This year the Shakesperience club had some last minute set- the size of us and the personalities. Both were great experibacks involving members being unable to attend the festival. ences to learn and grow.”
However, with the support of Mr. Schwartzer, and from each
other, the group was still able to attend the festival and offer
a sweet soundtrack to the performance.
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AP Statistics and AP Government
Classes Propose Policies
By: Sophia Lo
On June 7, the AP Statistics and AP Government and Politics classes gave presentations on their final project of the
year, a public policy proposal. Students presented their policies in the courtyard, and the mayors and school administrators were invited to attend.
After the AP test, math teacher Adam Shrager and history
teacher Paul Tkacs came up with a project that would engage
students. Their goal was a project that would be low stress,
rather than busy work and also informative. Mr. Shrager said
their goal was “a way to have an intellectually honest post-AP
project that would be truly interesting for the students.”
The project involves forming groups from the AP Statistics
classes and the AP Government classes. Each group is led by
a project manager: a student who is currently taking both
classes. Groups can choose from a variety of subject matters,
such as gun policy (a popular topic this year given the rise in
school shootings), immigration, drug policy, abortion, and
equality.
The policy proposals must be constitutional and backed up

AP Statistics Carnival
By: Eva Nee
What’s the best way to have fun and relax after the stress of AP
exams? For Mr. Shrager’s AP Statistics class, the solution is to host
a carnival. On Wednesday, May 30th, the AP Statistics students
held the eighth annual carnival in the courtyard between the 100
and 200 hallways. The carnival was open to all Hopewell Valley
Central High School students and staff, and included various carnival games managed by student groups.

by data. For their presentation, groups put together a tri-fold
board. During election years, the election is analyzed instead
of a policy proposal.
Students as well as administrators enjoy the project. For students, it’s a chance to research a topic that they are interested
in and deepen their understanding of political issues. For
administrators, the project demonstrates to them that even
after the AP test, students are still learning (yes, that does
happen).
Last year, senior Patrick Meara took AP Statistics and will be
working on the project once again through the AP Government class. He said, “I appreciated the opportunity to pursue
my own independent research and more actively engage with
an assignment than I normally do. Last year, the project was
about the same thing it was about this year, investigating policy questions using statistical methods. My topic last year was
‘Do open carry states have a lower crime rate?’ They don’t.”
Senior Helen Sun was one of the project managers, and her
group focused their policy on immigration. Regarding immigration, Helen said, “It’s a very pertinent topic at the moment, especially with the recent rhetoric of our politicians. I
enjoyed working with my group and understanding more
about the impact of immigration on our society.”
crossed the road, and found his way home.” According to Mr.
Shrager, the name of the game was called “Lucky Cat.” To play,
one had to touch a cat (the “lucky cat”) and throw a ball into a
hoop.

Other past games included temporary tattoos, throwing darts or
balls, and hitting balloons. One year, there was a fortune telling
booth where the students dressed up, learned how to read palms
and tarot cards, and baked fortune cookies with Hopewell fortunes
inside. Even Mr. Daher, the former HVCHS principal, received a
fortune. Mr. Shrager concludes, “A lot of the games are a little bit
bizarre,
but
From the AP Statistics student’s perspective, the objective was to
they’re a
lot of
run a “blind experiment”, or an experiment where the participants fun.”
do not know any information about the test. They made a hypothesis about the population of the students in HVCHS; students
then used the collected data to run a test in order to make a statistically-sound conclusion about the student population. From the
participant’s perspective, the carnival is full of entertaining games
and a chance to win plenty of free candy.
The AP Statistics carnival has been a success in the past as well. AP
Statistics teacher Mr. Shrager reflects upon some of the most memorable carnival games. He says, “The very first [Statistics carnival]
was in the other courtyard, with the gazebo. One of the games
involved live cats. And one of the cats got away. He went in a tree,
The Bulldog Reporter

Past AP Stats project
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Senior Profile: Lucas
Carsky-Wilson
By Sophia Lo

After his gap year, Lucas plans to study philosophy
at Rutgers University. When asked about his potential plans for the future, other than attending
college, Lucas commented, “I kind of just want to
travel up to Alaska at one spring, set up a house
“I’m overwhelmed with college and sick of society”
and a potato farm, and find myself.”
is what Lucas Carsky-Wilson said when asked
about why he’s taking a gap year. For most high
school seniors at CHS, the next step in the game
of life is going to a college or university. However,
more and more students are beginning to take a
gap year.
A gap year is a year-long break between senior year
of high school and freshmen year of college. With
the stress that comes with school, it can be beneficial to take a year off and focus on other activities,
just as Lucas plans to do. During his gap year, he
hopes to spend more time doing charity work and
traveling.
While Lucas believes that he’ll be better prepared
mentally for college, he recognizes a downside: taking a gap year might set you back in college in that
you haven’t been in the similar academic environment as high school for a year. Even so, taking a
gap year can be immensely beneficial in regaining
focus and exploring different interests. For students interested in taking a gap year, Lucas says to
“make sure you’re following your own plan and
not someone else’s [plan].”

Photo of Lucas Carsky-Wilson

Thank You To The Editors
Thank you, Sophia and Julia for all of your hard work! It has been great to work with you both this
year and last year, and you helped the newspaper run smoothly. We hope that you have a great time
in college, and continue to write in the future. We wish you the best of luck!
Sincerely, the Bulldog Reporters
The Bulldog Reporter
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Senior Profile: Daniel Lee
By: Anna Salvatore
Daniel Lee will attend the University of Pennsylvania
next year. He became interested in the school before
senior year after he worked in the orthopaedics lab of
the Penn Hospital. “I led a project on 3D printing bone
scaffolds, and the professor also gave me the opportunity to present my work at an international conference,”
said Daniel, adding that he’s still in touch with the professor. He also really liked the campus environment and
people.

on his floor. But, like any ambitious student, he’s excited about his studies as well. Daniel intends to major in
computer science, and he’s psyched to see what other
areas of study he can integrate into this field.
He doesn’t have any clue where he’ll be in 15 years. “I
hope I’ll be alive and sane,” he said, “and hopefully a
college graduate.” Judging by Daniel’s impressive accomplishments so far, he’ll be successful wherever he ends
up.

Daniel has participated in similarly STEM-focused clubs
at Hopewell, including Math Olympiad and the science
club. He devoted the most energy to Future Business
Leaders of America, though, where he twice attended
the national competition. He also played tennis and ran
track.
If his summer experience was any indication, Daniel
will greatly enjoy his time at Penn. He most looks forward to living in the quad — a beautiful, tree-lined
stretch of dormitories — and meeting the other students

Senior Profile: Jack Demareski
By: Marissa Liu
After graduation, Jack will be continuing his education
at Virginia Tech, where he will also begin his military
career in the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps
(NROTC) program. Essentially, after he has earned a
degree from the 4-year college, Jack will be able to graduate and commission as an officer in the navy. He will
also participate in Virginia Tech’s Corps of Cadets program that helps students looking to better their skills
and character as a leader.
“I knew I wanted to be in the military since eighth
grade,” Jack remarks, “I always had that in my mind
going through high school.”

mies and ROTC programs. It helped prepare Jack for
the competitive college application process, while also
strengthening his decision to join the military.
“I talked to a bunch of different people, learning from
their experiences and the different opportunities you
can get through the military,” Jack says, “It really inspired me to pursue that path.”
Applying to college is extremely competitive, regardless
of whether or not you are looking to join the military.
For anyone looking to join the armed forces, Jack emphasizes the importance of keeping good grades.
“It comes down to how good your grades are. They take
you a long way especially when applying to college. That
would be my number one advice to anybody looking to
join. Keep your grades up, study hard, and everything
will take care of itself.”

As a high schooler, Jack was able to participate in the
senior program offered by the US Naval Sea Cadet
Corps. Here, he was given valuable experience and information needed to apply to the different naval acade- We wish you the best of luck in the future, Jack!
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Senior Profile: Brianna Shvets
By: Anais Hou
After she graduates, Brianna will be attending Princeton
University, where she will also be playing tennis on the
Princeton Women’s Tennis team. She became interested in
the school and their tennis program after she began attending Princeton matches where she got to know the coaches
and campus environment. Brianna expresses her excitement of getting the best of both worlds, saying “I will be
able to receive lectures from world class professors and train
with world class coaches.”
At Princeton, Brianna hopes to be able to represent her
school both academically and athletically. In terms of athletics, she would like to play both singles and doubles her
freshman year in order to qualify for the NCAA and AllAmerican, which recognizes outstanding amateur players.
As of right now, she’s not sure whether she will pursue a
professional career in tennis.“I definitely want to experience college tennis before I try to play professionally,” said
Brianna. She adds that Princeton has many resources to
help players go professional if she decides to do so.

Her expectations for the next school year include indulging
in her college experience while also staying on top of her
work. She’s excited to meet new people, as well as taking a
variety of different courses.
How does she plan to balance her coursework with her busy
training schedule? “I’ve been playing tennis for so long that
I’ve gotten used to the intense schedule,” she says, “the
most important thing for me to do is to stay organized and
always have a schedule.”
Congratulations Brianna, we know you’ll ace it at Princeton!

As far as her studies go, Brianna will be studying in the
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs. She hopes to be able to major in either finance or political science.

Senior Profile: Lily Rutman
By Marissa Liu
Lily Rutman is a senior who has been highly engaged in the
musical and performing arts throughout her high school
career. In addition to being a part of the Chambers Singers,
she has been casted in numerous school musicals over the
years, earning her a spot among Hopewell’s finest singers
and actors.

As an avid actor and theater enthusiast, Lily will be pursuing
her passion for acting at various British conservatories in
London. She plans to study at the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art and might potentially enroll in another
program at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama.
When asked about what had inspired her to pursue theater,
Lily admitted that she had always wanted to be an actor, ever
since she had learned how to speak.
“I’ve never really had an aha moment, per se,” Lily muses,
“but I can’t recall a time when I didn’t want to pursue theaThe Bulldog Reporter

ter.”
However, theater is always evolving and expanding, which
has led to the branching out of characters and acting roles.
There are multiple paths in pursuing an acting career, and
in Lily’s mind, there is no doubt about what she wants to do
after college.
“I’d like to do good work. This sounds extremely basic, but
in theater, it’s often trivial work versus challenging or good
work, and I want to pursue stimulating roles.”
Despite theater and acting being a difficult field to pursue,
Lily is still eager and excited for her future, encouraging fellow underclassmen to follow their passion for acting.
“Go for it! It may be a tough industry, but if the passion and
the need is there, give it a shot. You never know what could
happen.”
See you on Broadway, Lily!
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American-Iranian
Relations: A State of
Uncertainty
By: Paul Frank
May marked the beginning of a new chapter for
America’s Iran policy. President Trump refused to
revalidate sanction relief for Iran, pulling out of the
pivotal 2015 Iran nuclear deal.
Now, in no way was the Iran nuclear deal perfect.
Certain parts and aspects of the deal have proved to
not be in the interests of both Iran and the United
States. But the deal at least addressed several components of Iran’s expanding nuclear program by limiting its use of nuclear material for energy purposes
only. These limitations were enforced by mandatory
inspections by the International Atomic Energy
Agency. However, President Trump’s nullification
of the deal without any evident replacement leaves
American-Iranian policy in a concerning state of uncertainty.
President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the
deal was certainly expected. Throughout his presidential campaign and first term, President Trump
has maintained his disdain for the deal’s onesidedness. Also, withdrawal is consistent with President Trump’s hostility towards former administrations’ multilateral deals that have taken the place of
a more traditional emphasis on policy.

gardless of their connotations, these ambitions are
meaningless without any immediate action or replace for the nuclear deal, which President Trump
has failed to outline or even address. Keep in mind
that the deal was considered urgent due to Iran’s
proximity otowardsfull nuclear capability.
Another problem with the withdrawal has come
from its fallout. Iran reacted to President Trump’s
decision by stating the United States planned to
break the agreement from the start. This reaction
along with the tradition of distrust of American representatives shows that Iran has been forced into a
corner in terms of future relations with the United
States.
This issue also has the risk of alienating the European nations that brokered the deal as, by trying to
force the European signatories to return to secondary sanctions, the United States is both distancing
and alienating its Iranian foreign policy from that of
Europe. This separation runs the risk of damaging
key alliances between not only the United States
and European nations, but with countries in the
Middle East as well.
Ultimately, President Trump’s lack of a comprehensive Middle East policy has been reflected in his
withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal. Without a
plan to amend or reapply sanctions by ensuring the
unwavering cooperation of all other signatories, the
United States is stuck in a rut. The deal may have
had its faults, but as of now, the future of AmericanIranian policy and relations are in a more uncertain
state than before.

Rather, the long-term ambitions of the U.S. withdrawal are represented by National Security Adviser
John Bolton and State Secretary Mike Pompeo. RePage 8
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How Much do We Really Know
about Natural Disasters?
By: Sanskar Agrawal

Japan in 2011; 87,000 people from an earthquake in China
in 2008; 23,000 people from volcanoes in 1985 in Columbia; and 1,150 people in Missouri from a tornado in 2011.
So, while we currently have the technology to tell us when
such a disaster will occur to a point, improvements could be
made.

In the wake of the volcano eruption in Kilauea, Hawaii, a
question arises as to how much we truly understand natural
disasters. It would seem not much, as we can’t fully predict
when these natural disasters will truly occur. At the most we
can get a good estimate, but that leaves a sense of uncertainty and therefore can possibly cause problems regarding what
action to take in regards to the natural disaster.

Such improvements include advanced warning systems, especially for developing and less developed nations which
may not have access to such complex and expensive devices.
This would help significantly as 85% of the global population lives in these countries and would therefore go a long
way to saving more lives. In addition, the creation of evacuation plans would also be useful as people would know what
It is also worth noting as well that we cannot currently pre- to do in case of an emergency. Sure, we have the internet at
dict earthquakes or tsunamis accurately as they occur in a
our fingertips to help, but by creating a more official guide,
random pattern. This is a major problem as natural disasters
it would allow for people to at least have a standard set of
cause millions, if not billions, of dollars in damage and take
rules to base their actions on. As a result, such improvemany lives.
ments like these will at least be one step further to saving
what is most precious: our lives.
It is estimated that 16,000 people died from a tsunami in

All the Good You Can
By: Anna Salvatore
Question: What happens when you see a little boy
drowning in a pool?

The problem is that many people don’t recognize their
own excess. They fill their empty lives with more luxury,
more sparkling kitchen renovations, and more goldplated toilets, all the while ignoring a basic fact of life.
Once we have enough money to satisfy our basic needs,
more wealth does not equal more happiness.

I promise that isn’t as bleak as it sounds. It’s quite the
opposite. This can be channeled into an enormous
amount of charitable giving. For example, let’s pretend
For most people, rescuing a dying child far outweighs the you find a $20 bill lying on the sidewalk. You can purchase Swedish Fish at the nearby Rite-Aid, which will buy
cost of destroying a fancy watch or tailored suit. But
Princeton ethicist Peter Singer takes this one step farther. you about ten minutes of happiness. Or you can donate
this money to a worthy charity.
He asks his students whether it matters if the child is
drowning right in front of them, or dying halfway across
According to Singer’s Charity Impact Calculator, $20 can
the world. Are they obligated to help the faraway child?
Most students say yes. If they can rescue someone, and it protect twenty people from malaria, provide one hundred people with necessary iodized salt, deworm over two
costs little to do so, then the answer seems obvious.
hundred children, or provide safe water to twenty community members for a year. You might think twice about
Notice the phrase “costs little to do so.” Singer doesn’t
say that you should donate your life savings because even buying your next Swedish Fish, right?
Answer: Even if it means ruining your expensive clothes,
you’ll jump in and save him.

a small contribution can help a great many people. Instead, he says that we should donate excess wealth instead of spending it on meaningless material things.

The
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Not everyone at Hopewell has $20 to spare, and that’s
okay. I hope you’ll consider donating whatever you can
to an effective charity. The options are limitless for what
kind of good you can do.
Page
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Supreme Court Paves Way
for Legalized Sports
Betting

bluntly said that the 2011 law was commandeering.

“It is as if federal officers were installed in state
legislative chambers and were armed with the authority to stop legislators from voting on any offending proposals,” wrote Justice Alito for the majority. “A more direct affront to state sovereignty
is not easy to imagine.” He was joined by Chief
Justice Roberts and Justices Kennedy, Thomas,
Gorsuch, and Kagan.

learn from sports,” he told the Washington Correspondent. “I mean, they've turned every basketball
player, football player and baseball player into a
roulette chip.” He added that Congress will never
act to pass a federal law, and that sports leagues
won’t receive percentages of betting revenue.

“The citizens of the state of New Jersey are bound
to obey a law that the state doesn’t want,” he said,
“but that the federal government compels the
state to have.” Justice Kennedy is the Court’s powBy: Anna Salvatore
erful swing vote, so when you lose his vote, you’ve
In a huge win for New Jersey, the Supreme Court pretty much lost the case.
ruled by a 6-3 vote on May 14th that states are allowed to legalize sports betting. This struck down New Jersey will move quickly to legalize sports betting. “It’s my intention… to be up and running in
the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection
Act, a 2011 law that prevented states from spon- two weeks,” said Dennis Drazin, operator of the
soring, operating, or authorizing sports gambling, Monmouth Park racetrack. Other states will foland fundamentally alters the gambling landscape. low suit, seeking enormous profits from gambling
and the opportunity to shut down illegal wagers.
New Jersey claimed that PASPA violated its right
to regulate gambling within state borders. Its argu- Some people aren’t thrilled with the May 14th dement dated back to James Madison’s Federalist 45 cision. America’s professional sports leagues, for
example, are strongly opposed to sports betting.
essay, where he noted that the federal governThis was shown when New Jersey tried to repeal
ment’s powers are “few and defined.” It can colPASPA -- MLB, the NFL, the NBA, the NHL, and
lect taxes, enforce laws, charter banks, and even
take private citizens’ property for public purposes. the NCAA joined forces to protect the integrity of
But, according to the anti-commandeering princi- sports.
ple of the Constitution, it cannot force state gov- One of their most powerful allies was Bill Bradley,
ernments to act against their will. So PASPA un- a former senator and Princeton basketball star. “I
constitutionally forced New Jersey’s legislature to think the court ignored the impact that the ruling
prohibit sports gambling.
will have on sports in America, and values you

But the justices didn’t say that sports betting was a
good idea because that’s not their job. They mereCourt watchers have seen this coming for months. ly made a judgement based on their interpretation
of the 10th Amendment.
Gambling advocates were particularly excited by
oral argument on December 4th, where the justices questioned lawyers from New Jersey and the
NCAA. Their questioning seemed to bode well
for New Jersey. At one point, Justice Kennedy
Page 10
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Relations with North Korea
By: Sanskar Agrawal

This is a major problem for North Korea because China
supplies much of North Korea’s food and water, in addition to other materials. This is because North Korea
In light of recent events, the question comes up as to how doesn’t manufacture many items by itself. With no help
North Korea came from a potential nuclear armed enemy from anyone in the outside world, North Korea has beto a country willing to negotiate.
come more open in its foreign policies and more open to
negotiating, in the hopes that it gain some favorable terms
This originates from China originating sanctions on
towards itself in the international community. The sumNorth Korea. As already known by the international com- mit occurring between the US and North Korea is a way
munity, China still continues to be a major partner of
for this to occur.
North Korea. The reason for such sanctions from North
Korea’s closest partner is mainly due to China’s own per- However, North Korea doesn’t want to seem powerless in
sonal demands. China is now heavily investing into the
the negotiations and therefore objects to the military
United States, which can be seen in major cities such as
drills by the US and South Korea. It even threatens to call
New York City. In order to do so, it must gain favor with of the Summit, as it already did with South Korea. While
the United States which involves it siding with the coun- these semi-stable negotiations will occur, it is still yet to be
try regarding our stance on North Korea. Furthermore,
determined whether they will yield anything or will just
sanctions can also be interpreted as a message to North
end up as being completely pointless.
Korea to back off its nuclearization programs.

As Pacific Island Leaders Meeting Ends,
Japan Leaves with a New Opportunity
By: Paul Frank

leaders to discuss Japan’s campaign for a free and open IndoPacific, North Korea, and official development assistance to
the Indo-Pacific to counter spreading Chinese influence in
the region.

The Pacific Island Leaders Meeting (PILM) is a triennial
event that was started in 1997 when Japan and other island
nations were looking to become permanent members of the
United Nations (U.N.) Security Council. Each member
would also have one vote in the U.N. General Assembly, the
same as world powers such as China or the United States.
But with recent Chinese and North Korean actions, the nature of the meeting has changed.

In regards to North Korea, Abe called on Pacific island nations to stop smuggling cargo to and from the tyrant state.
The U.N. reported in late April that some island nations are
involved in these offshore deliveries in order to sidestep international sanctions. In light of this report, Japan will also
accentuate the importance of cooperation on following sanctions on North Korea in a join declaration. This would be
the first time any Indo-Pacific Island nation has taken a
stance on North Korea.

Japan is attempting to remove loopholes from current North
Korean sanctions and cut off Chinese influence from the
Indo-Pacific region by further developing its trade and
friendship with smaller island nations. Islands in the region
represent strategic points in Asian shipping lanes but lack
the resources and ability to oversee their economic zones
without support from other nations.
The leaders of sixteen Pacific island nations attended the
Pacific Islands PILM in mid-May. During the PILM, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe met directly with fourteen
The Bulldog Reporter

Several world leaders including French President Macron,
Chinese President Xi, and North Korean Leader Kim JongUn have already expressed that they don’t expect much to
come from the PILM. However, with New Caledonia and
French Polynesia both already vowing to assist Japan with its
effort, Japan has opened the door for an opportunity to not
only boost its influence in the region, but weaken China’s
and take a jab at North Korea’s economy.
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